CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

The result of this study shows that a novel *The Choice* by Nicholas Sparks has a main character named Travis. Travis is a rich man and a handsome man who does not have a girlfriend while his friends already have children. A few times later, he has new neighbor named Gabby Holland. She is physically good and Travis admires her character when he sees her at once with her dog. Travis assumes and thinks that she has a sense of motherhood and has a sense of humor. It becomes the first time they recognize one another and it becomes a starting point of the further story of Travis and Gabby.

As narrated in the novel *The Choice*, Travis Parker is a character of 32-years old man. He is a young, handsome, and single guy. He is living in his small home town in North Carolina, enjoying the single life and his still close relationships with his high school buddies (who are all married with kids). Besides, although he is adventurous, a gentleman, and a bachelor, he is great with kids and he hopes to have them someday. At one side, Gabby does not like Travis at once, because he seems like an insensitive neighbor such as when he did his bad habitual activity like playing his music too loud which shows that he ignores his neighbor.

One time, Gabby is panic looking at her dog like having unwell condition. She immediately comes to Travis’ house to ask for his help to check whether her
dog is sick or not. Travis immediately welcomes her and agrees to check her dog’s physical condition. After checking her dog Molly, Travis tells to Gabby that her dog is pregnant, and he advises Gabby to bring it to the hospital. After that, they introduce their name one another and Travis tries to invite her into his agenda to come to his boat in order to introduce her to his friends, because when she arrives in Beufort, Travis is the only one whom she knows. After Travis spends his time with his Friends and Gabby, he feels that there is something missing in his life when he interacts with Gabby. Week by week they spend together, from place to another place, Travis’ heart is beating quickly when he is beside her and Travis begins to reveal his feeling to her. Day by day, their relationship grows up to be a serious relationship: from a friendship to marriage, and they finally have two children named Lisa and Christine, but 11 years later after their marriage, their family relationship does not run well. Gabby gets an accident and she gets a coma for a long time. Hearing that, Travis is in a terrible choice that he must take a decision whether he will let her if she does not wake up for six weeks or he makes a choice by herself to keep her and support her until she wakes up from her coma. But Travis has a choice by himself to support her and is still beside her to show his loyalty on Gabby in the way of maintaining his love. Month by month later, Gabby wakes up from her coma. Travis is right and lucky not to let her die and they can do their activity normally as usual.

In sum, Travis has shown his loyalty to Gabby when she lies down in the hospital until she wakes up from her coma in a long time. Travis indirectly shows to anyone around him to see that consummate love will exist in everyone if they
can try to do it for their couple in any condition. After reviving from their pain, they do their activity and live as normally with togetherness and happiness.